CORNELL UNIVERSITY
CAMPUS MAP

This map of the Ithaca, NY, campus requires Adobe Reader 6 or higher. Other applications or earlier versions of Reader may open the file, but will not support the layers and search.

» Get Adobe Reader

Search the Map
A search box will open to the right. The search includes building names and all text labels on the four layers (see below). If a result is found on a layer that you have hidden, you will be asked if you want the layer shown.

» Search the Map

Show & Hide Layers

☐ Major Campus Areas
☐ RedRover Wireless Access
☐ Libraries
☐ Dining Facilities
☐ Map Base

Visiting Cornell
For more information about visiting Cornell University, see the web site:

» www.cornell.edu/visiting
» www.cornell.edu/maps
» www.cornell.edu/contact